Enjoy a cigarette that has No Tar & No Smell.

Enjoy the sensation of smoking without the tar, tobacco smell or harsh combustible smoke. The SmokePass is dramatically cheaper than real cigarettes and contains the same satisfying nicotine. Your pass to smoke anywhere with SmokePass!

SHOP NOW!

It's the shape of a cigarette, it's the color of a cigarette, and it even lights up every time you take a puff. The SmokePass electronic cigarette is a battery operated, rechargeable device that delivers nicotine via a smoke like vapor. Using an atomizer, the SmokePass e-cig heats nicotine e-liquid at an ultra fast rate. This process produces an inhaling vapor that is just like smoke. The SmokePass electronic cigarette mimics just about every detail to that of the real thing. The SmokePass is also the most customizable eCig on the market. We developed a wide selection of colors and choices!

The SmokePass electronic cigarette does not produce combustible smoke like a cigarette does. Instead of producing smoke the SmokePass vaporizes a liquid solution called E-Liquid into an inhalable vapor. This smoke like vapor does not contain tar, carbon monoxide and the majority of the chemicals found in real cigarettes, however it can contain nicotine just like real smoked

The vapor produced by our electric cigarettes have a very minimal smell that disappears in the air within a few seconds with no lingering odors. Your clothes, car and other personal belongings will no longer smell of that retched cigarette smoke. Since the SmokePass only emits a vapor you can also say goodbye to the dreaded 2nd hand smoke once and for all!

With the SmokePass e-cigarette you can save thousands on the cost of traditional cigarettes and most smokers see an instant 70% savings.

With no smoke and very minimal smell, the Smoke Pass can be used anywhere! Instead of having to go out for a smoke break and rush back in to beat the time clock, an office smoker can simply enjoy a smoke at their desk! Bars, restaurants, offices, and airports are just a few of the places that the electronic cigarette has been welcomedly accepted and widely used.

There is no tobacco cigarette on the market that lets you choose your own nicotine strength. With every single cartridge the SmokePass electronic cigarette gives you the option on how much nicotine you want to be using. We have cartridges in a variety of nicotine strengths and also carry (no-nicotine) cartridges as well. To change nicotine strength or flavor all you have to do is simply change the cartridge. The vapor cigarette is the way to go!
With the removal of harsh smoke the SmokePass vapor cigarette successfully removes many of the downsells typically associated with smoking. Say goodbye to smokers breath, yellow teeth and the smell of smoke on your clothes. You can also get rid of all that smoking paraphernalia including lighters, ashtrays and cigarette butts. With the e-cig there is no more need for these items.

DISPOSABLE SMOKEPASS

On Sale Now!

Disposable (2 Pack) $24.95

Refill Cartridges - 5 Pack $12.50

Starter Kit Deluxe $49.95 - $39.95

Get two of the new SmokePass disposable cigarettes...
Have questions?
We have answers!

The price of SmokePass ranges from 9.95 for a disposable unit to 39.95 for our Deluxe Kit.

SmokePass refills can be purchased online via our website or toll free number, or you can purchase SmokePass at the thousands of retailers that are currently carrying our product. Click here to find a store near you!

Yes you can! Please use our contact form here to fill out a distributor application and get started selling the #1 Electronic Cigarette brand in the USA.

Since there is no smoke, 2nd hand smoke or lingering odors, SmokePass can be used just about anywhere! We do recommending notifying the owner of an establishment prior to using SmokePass as there may be some confusion since SmokePass looks just like a real cigarette.

SmokePass utilizes horizontal coil atomizer technology, this allows for increased vapor production and steady, consistent flavor with no burning after taste. SmokePass cartridges are also oversized and carry around 33% more eLiquid than the competition which means a longer lasting cartridge. SmokePass batteries also feature the largest mAh rating for their size and outlast the competition between charges.

SmokePass is also substantially cheaper than the competition. You can find similar products retailing for well over $100.00 online.

Yes! Follow us on Facebook or Twitter for updated coupon codes, giveaways, specials and promotions!

SmokePass orders are processed and typically shipped within 24 hours of placing an order. Free shipping options are shipped with USPS first class mail and typically arrives within 1-7 business days once shipped.

Shipping is free on most orders. We do have upgraded shipping options including UPS, priority, express, and UPS and FedEx as well.

Once your order has been shipped a tracking number will be issued to your email address you provided. You can track your order on the USPS, FedEx or UPS website.
SmokePass is one of the most affordable eCigs on the market with quality that rivals products that sell for 3-4 times as much. Try SmokePass today!

www.smokepass.com
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